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APPROACHING THE CONFUSION LIMIT



THE CURRENT STATE
▸ Aperture fluxes do not work! 

▸ Models for blended objects are unstable! 

▸ Heuristic deblenders show flaws!



SEXTRACTOR /  SDSS PHOTO
LUPTON, BOSCH, AND STRAUSS

of pixels, in which each pixel wholly belongs to only one source, this approach is clearly
incorrect. A better approach is to allow for the possibility that a given pixel can have flux
contributions from multiple sources, and assign fractions of pixels to sources so that they can
be measured separately without any need for masking. This ignores correlations between
the measurements of neighboring sources, but if the flux fractions can be determined well it
allows a wide variety of measurement algorithms to be applied as if there were no blending.

Figure 2. A 1-d schematic example of flux reapportioning, using the SDSS
algorithm:

a. True sources (colored) and their sum.
b. Symmetry-derived templates T (see text).
c. Flux-reapportioned data points wiz.
d. Residuals between true profiles and deblend outputs (same intensity scale,

shifted upward).

Note that in 2-d, the linear alignment of three sources that causes the central
template to be nonmonotonic here is much less common.

The deblender in the SDSS Photo pipeline [Lupton] uses this latter approach. It reappor-
tions flux via the following procedure (see also Figure 2):
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Fig. 1. Example of the problems of SExtractor to produce the correct segmentation of the extended galaxies. From left to right: (a)
BCG of cluster A193 in the V band image; (b) segmentation performed by SExtractorwithout subtracting the galaxy; each color
represents those pixels assigned by SExtractor to different objects ; (c) segmentation of the remaining objects after subtraction of
the BCG; (d) final segmentation of the BCG.

2. Detection, basic photometry and star-galaxy
classification

The whole process of source detection, computation of their
basic photometric parameters and star-galaxy classification
was performed using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996).
SExtractor is a very efficient tool to find sources in large for-
mat images. Among its characteristics the most interesting are its
ability to separate blended sources and to estimate the probabil-
ity of an object of being a star or an extended source. However,
both processes need to be fine-tuned by input parameters that
are fixed for each single image. To improve the final outcome
of SExtractor a preliminary treatment of the images was done
before running the source detection program as well as a final in-
teractive checking of the star-galaxy classification, as described
in the following.

2.1. Preliminary image treatment

In images like ours in which the ranges of size and brightness
are quite large, it is impossible in practice to find a single set of
values of SExtractor’s input parameters that could work ade-
quately for all the objects. The extreme situation is when a large
galaxy is contaminated by a number of small projected sources
as is the case of the brightest central galaxies (BCGs) of our sam-
ple of clusters. This issue is illustrated in Fig.1 with the BCG
of the cluster A193 (panel (a)). The segmentation3 of the cen-
tral galaxy and the objects projected onto it is shown in panel
(b). Clearly, the program has erroneously assigned pixels of the
large galaxy to the small projected objects producing poor pho-
tometry of the large galaxy as well as of the objects projected
onto it. Something similar happens with very bright stars whose
extended halos affect the photometry of the nearby objects.

To minimize the effect of such large halos in the photometry
of close objects as well as to improve the photometry of the ex-
tended galaxies themselves we have developed a custom-made
procedure. It consists of first the modeling and removal of these
halos before running SExtractor on the image. This improves
the photometry of the small projected objects. In a second step,
an image is constructed containing only the extended galaxies
and the photometry is performed on it with SExtractor. In this
last image the pixels of the projected small objects are replaced
by the values of the models and the rest of the pixels are left
unchanged. This replacement reduces the contamination of the
projected objects in the photometry of the large galaxies. An ad-
ditional advantage of the procedure is that the removal of the
3 The segmentation is the way in which a program of source detection

assigns pixels to each object.

extended halos also improves the determination of the global
background map.

In the following we give a brief description of the process
that is explained in more detail in Appendix A.

The process starts with the computation of a first background
map which is subtracted from the image. Then, the problematic
objects (galaxies and stars with extended halos) are located. For
each of these objects, a mask of the projected objects is con-
structed and elliptical isophotes are fit4. The resulting fit is used
to construct a model of the halo that is afterwards subtracted
from the original image (i.e. the image before the background
subtraction). After doing that with all the selected objects, the
resulting image without the large halos is used to refine the back-
groundmap as well as the masks of the smaller objects. With the
new background map and masks the process is repeated to im-
prove the final results. It is found that one iteration is enough to
achieve sufficiently accurate photometry.

The last step is the construction of a complementary image
containing only the previously removed galaxies (of course, the
bright stars are also avoided in this image). It is important to
note that the photometry of the large galaxies is not performed
on the models but rather using the original pixels. The models
are used only those regions occupied by projected galaxies or by
interchip regions.

At the end of the whole process, which is run in V band as
well as in B band, the output is two background subtracted im-
ages in each band. One of the images contains all the objects ex-
cept the largest ones and the other one only the extended galaxies
that were removed from the first image.

The improvement of the procedure is illustrated in the last
two panels of Fig.1 in which we show the segmentations of the
projected objects (panel (c)) and of the BCG (panel (d)) after
applying our procedure.

2.2. Detection and basic photometry

To construct the photometric catalogs, the detection of sources
and the basic photometry relies on SExtractor and more
specifically on the modified version SExtractor 2.3.2 by G.
Morrison5 following the changes initially made by B. Holwerda
for SExtractor v.2.2.2.These versions have the advantage of
computing additional parameters related to the light distribution

4 To achieve a successful fit a preliminary ’masking’ procedure
is needed of the objects that appear projected onto the halos. See
Appendix A for more details.
5 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/˜morrison/home/SExtractor.html

Varela et al. (2009)
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of pixels, in which each pixel wholly belongs to only one source, this approach is clearly
incorrect. A better approach is to allow for the possibility that a given pixel can have flux
contributions from multiple sources, and assign fractions of pixels to sources so that they can
be measured separately without any need for masking. This ignores correlations between
the measurements of neighboring sources, but if the flux fractions can be determined well it
allows a wide variety of measurement algorithms to be applied as if there were no blending.

Figure 2. A 1-d schematic example of flux reapportioning, using the SDSS
algorithm:

a. True sources (colored) and their sum.
b. Symmetry-derived templates T (see text).
c. Flux-reapportioned data points wiz.
d. Residuals between true profiles and deblend outputs (same intensity scale,

shifted upward).

Note that in 2-d, the linear alignment of three sources that causes the central
template to be nonmonotonic here is much less common.

The deblender in the SDSS Photo pipeline [Lupton] uses this latter approach. It reappor-
tions flux via the following procedure (see also Figure 2):
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A NEW DEBLENDER
▸ Star/Galaxy separation is not obvious: non-parametric 

▸ Objects are somehow “compact”, mostly symmetric 

▸ Color should be useful, photo-z are dangerous



BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION

g band i band z band



BSS VIA NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION

scene =

X

k

SEDk ⇥Morphologyk + noise

Y = A · S + noise

||Y �A · S||22 + g(A,S)

g band i band z band



BUT: HOW?
Objective function f(A,S) is quadratic in A and S 

1. solve for A under constraints (at least non-negative) 

2. solve for S under constraints 

3. repeat until convergence 

Alternating Least-Squares (ALS): does not converge well (if at all) 

||Y �A · S||22



BUT: HOW?
Objective function f(A,S) is quadratic in A and S 

1. solve for A under constraints (at least non-negative) 

2. solve for S under constraints 

3. repeat until convergence 

Alternating Least-Squares (ALS): does not converge well (if at all) 

But: f is convex in every argument

||Y �A · S||22



EFFICIENT GENERAL SOLVER: ADMM

▸ Problem: minS{f(A,S) + g(GS)}
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EFFICIENT GENERAL SOLVER: ADMM

▸ Problem: 

▸ Enforce constraints with dual variable: 

▸ Alternative Direction of Method of Multiplier (ADMM):
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EFFICIENT GENERAL SOLVER: ADMM

▸ Problem: 

▸ Enforce constraints with dual variable: 

▸ Alternative Direction of Method of Multiplier (ADMM): 

▸ Often per-iteration updates are simple & analytic:

minS{f(A,S) + g(GS)}

f(A,S) + g(Z) : GS = Z

Sk+1 := argmin
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EFFICIENT GENERAL SOLVER: ADMM
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THE INTERFACE IS SIMPLE!



DEBLENDING GALAXIES WITH NMF MELCHIOR ET AL. (IN PREP)

▸ per-object constraints with linear operators: gradients, symmetry, FFT … 

▸ SED: sum=1, particular colors, distribution of observed colors

3-band RGB NMF: no constraint NMF: with monotonicity

g(A,S) !
X

k

gk(Ak) + hk(LSk)



AGN JET VS HOST GALAXY 
▸ 5-band HSC data 

▸ Model: Jet + 2-component host + neighbor 

▸ PSF matching on the fly

Further Corrections
- Color: Account for color gradients within galaxies
- Structure: Limit the extent of the jet and of each galaxy

Found Components:
Deblender

Constraints:
Color+

Structure+Image: Found Components:

by Max Jerdee (Princeton)



GETTING REAL
▸ Sparsity vs PSF convolution //  on-the-fly PSF matching 

▸ Shift operators for centroiding // moving objects 

▸ Constraints operators are identical, only likelihood term get adjusted

||Y �A · P · S||22

||Y �A · T · P · S||22



THE CASE FOR GROUND & SPACE

DES data from Melchior et al. (2015)



THE CASE FOR GROUND & SPACE

CLASH WFC3/IR data



CONCLUSIONS
▸ Whenever you have an additive mixture situation: think NMF 

▸ Soft priors and hard constraints can be implemented 

▸ NMF code will be released with algorithm paper in next few weeks 

▸ Deblender: multi-band by design, multi-resolution-ready 

▸ Standalone version & integration into the LSST stack 

▸ Post-doc position available





NMF FOR HYPER-SPECTRAL UNMIXING

210 wavelengths 
500nm to 2 micron



NMF FOR HYPER-SPECTRAL UNMIXING

Water
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Shadow

Moolekamp &  
Melchior (in prep.)


